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Part A

.v Answer all questions briefly.
Each question carries 4 marhs.

. 1. Explain the function of the following pins of 8085 : -
(i) rRAP.

(ii) HLDA.

' (iiil rNTA.

' (iv) SOD.
- 2. State the general purpose and special purpose registers in 8085 and their uses.

3. What are the differences between ihe SUBTRACT and COMPARE instructions ? Explain with
examPIes.

4. Let (2000) = 06 H and (2001) = 04lI. What are the contents ofH and Lregisters after the execution
of LHLD 2000 ?

. 5. Write a delay subroutine for 10 m sec using the instructions of 8085 having clock
frequency 3 MHz.

6. What do you understand by an instruction cycle ? How it differs from the machine cycle ?

7. Discuss the fo)lowing sections of8085 :-
(i) interrupt control

' (ii) serial input/output control.

8. Explain the purpose and features ofRST instructions ?
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9. What are the various schemes of I/O data transfer foom CPU to I/O devices and vice versa ?

Explain anY one scheme in detail-

10. What do you mean by memory mapping ? Discuss with an example'
(10x4=40marks)

Part B

Answer any one fult question from each module

Each full question carries 12 marbs'

Module 1

I f. (a) (i) Explain how the d ata lines ancl address lines of 8085 are multiplexed and demultiplied ?

(6 marks) 
...

(ii)Withihehelpofneatdiagramshowhowthe]ocationsinthemainmemoryareaddressed'
bY the Processor ?

(6 marks)

Or

(b) Draw a simple circuit to generate power ON and Reset IN signals of 8085 and explain the

function of various registers, flip-flops and interrupts ?

Module 2

12. (a) What are the various types of instruction formats of 8085 ? Give example for each format'

'Or
(b)Describeal]theadditionopelatorsusedin808Swithsuitableexamples.Showtheir

addressing mode" 
*oout" ,

13. (a) Describe the situati'ons when the machine cycle of 8085 are neither READ nor WRITE cycles'-

Draw and explain the timing diagram of Bus Idle machine cycle for RST 7 5 ?

'or
(b) Explail with necessary timing diagams' how the memory read machine cycle differs from

opcoilefetchmachinecycleof8035?Describethestatussignalsandcontrolsignalsforthe
above clearlY

Module 4

14. (a) Describe in iletail all the hardware and software interrupts available in 8085 ?

Or'

(b)Dra.ytheinternalarchitectureof82sg.Exp}arneachblock.Givethesignificanceofpriorityof
interruPt.
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Module 5

15. (a) How can you select 8 blocks of address each of 4 kB area using a decoder IC ? Draw and
explain the arrangement showing all signals.

Or

(b) (i) What are the basic functions, which a DMA controller is qupposed to perform for DMA

. data transfer ?

(6 marks)

(ii) Compose 256 x SROMinto2 Kx SROM? Draw the circuit. (6 marks)

[5 x fZ = 60 marks]


